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to powering-up
a channel practice
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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to your new
cloud Marketplace
RESELLERS AND MANAGED SERVICE PROVIDERS ARE DROVING
TO THE CLOUD BUT EVEN THOSE WITH A THIRST FOR THIS
BURGEONING OPPORTUNITY FIND ‘AS-A-SERVICE’ RESELLING
IS A TRICKY PUZZLE TO ASSEMBLE
The channel – including distributors and
vendors – has radically shifted to support
cloud’s new mode of business. The
inexorable move in IT consumption was
revealed in a recent CRN Channel360
survey conducted by TechResearch Asia.
The analyst found that less than a fifth
of Australian resellers were rusted-on
to classic IT reselling. Influentially, nearly
NUMBER CRUNCH

THERE ARE NOW LESS THAN
1 IN 5 CLASSIC RESELLERS
LEFT IN THE CHANNEL
half of those surveyed declared they
were ready for ‘as-a-service’ operation.
So although partners wrestle with
their transformation, the message is
clear: your competitors are making the
move and, if you already resell cloud,
you need economic ways to grow
your practice.
Ingram Micro • Microsoft • CRN

On the user side, whether matching
expenses to revenue or technology
availability drives this shift in IT buying
is a chicken-and-egg question. It is
certain that, for an increasing number of
CIOs, cloud including ‘hybrids’ that mix
public services and on-premises services
are foremost in their buying decisions.
Indeed, surveys show that fully fourfifths of CIOs now use a mix of cloud
services. And, with analysts estimating
that cloud spending across the board
will grow at a clip many times faster than
background IT spending, resellers must
gear up quickly.
For instance, in Australia and New
Zealand hybrid cloud has brought
agility and cost-competitiveness to
businesses of all sizes and sectors and
governments, encouraging wider and
deeper adoption. Cloud has evolved
from a public service spun up on a credit
card at a whim to a strategic enabler
directed from the line-of-business in
consultation with the CIO.
And while the bulk of resellers offer
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INTRODUCTION

Stop fixating on end-points,
servers and networks and
learn how automation and
the smart application of
information makes you
more profitable

cloud, our sector’s wider transformation
is hampered by recurring speed humps
of services discovery, provisioning,
billing, monitoring and management
that strain reseller resources. And these
hurdles may cruel the economic case for
resellers recommending their customers
make a deeper cloud commitment, even
when customers are receptive to the
idea.
It is with this in mind that we created
the Ingram Micro Cloud Marketplace,
which is growing with new cloud
applications and functionality added
regularly.
The purpose of this white paper is to
introduce you, the reseller, to Ingram’s
marketplace and speed your way to

THERE ARE NOW GREATER
THAN 50% ‘AS-A-SERVICE’
AUSTRALIAN RESELLERS

Ingram Micro • Microsoft • CRN

recommending cloud solutions
to your customers. We’ve removed
the headache and uncertainty in
providing cloud solutions so you
can concentrate on your customers’
strategic business needs.
You’ll find the information in this
white paper applies whether you’re a
classic partner who wants to grow a
recurring cloud revenue stream but is
unsure where to start, an experienced
MSP or a born-in-the-cloud start-up
offering services for the first time. And
it will help you become a virtual CIO to
deepen your status as a trusted adviser
for your customers.
Some of our partners including
Microsoft, ConnectWise,
SkyKick and Cirius share their
insights to help you broaden customer
conversations away from just the
technology to having profound and
positive outcomes for your customers’
businesses – and yours. You can
finally stop fixating on end-points,
servers and networks – still important
but now in a wider business discussion –
to learn how automation and the smart
application of information makes you
more profitable.
But don’t take our word for it. Read
on to hear from your channel peers
who, in their own words, explain how
they transformed into the cloud – and
show how you can, too.
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MARKETPLACE

Sweat the big stuff & let
Ingram’s cloud platform
take care of the rest
THE DISTRIBUTOR BRINGS ENTERPRISE-GRADE FEATURES TO
SMALL BUSINESS CHANNEL PARTNERS SIMPLY AND CHEAPLY

Marketplace is more
than just provisioning,
it’s managing customers,
subscriptions, invoicing and
billing – the administration
and automation is the
more important piece
CRAIG BOVAIRD Ingram Micro A/NZ

Ingram Micro • Microsoft • CRN

In the world before Ingram Micro’s
Cloud Marketplace, resellers were
largely on their own when spinning up
services for their customers. There were
ways to handle bits of the job but the
reseller had to cobble them together
and invest in a bespoke platform to own
the customer lifecycle.
A cost-effective, comprehensive
and integrated, out-of-the-box way
to buy, provision, manage and bill the
end-customer’s cloud and ‘as-a-service’
applications was beyond most resellers.
Ingram Micro’s Cloud Marketplace with
its ‘app-store’ functionality has changed
all that as it grows to encompass many
more cloud services.
Powering Marketplace is the Odin
Service Automation platform that
Parallels sold to Ingram Micro at the end
of 2015. Like its Norse god equivalent,
Ingram’s Odin manipulates and controls
all that happens on Marketplace from
cloud solutions discovery and activation
to managing and billing. Combined with
Ingram Micro’s gravitas as a distributor,
Marketplace is a compelling solution for
resellers whether they’re starting out

and born in the cloud or transforming
to capture burgeoning cloud
opportunities. A single sign-on eases the
process, making the establishment of a
cloud solutions practice a simple, pointand-shoot exercise through a single
pane of glass.
The distributor’s cloud evangelist and
small-to-medium business technologist,
Craig Bovaird, says that while easy
provisioning is attractive out of the box
to most resellers, the long-term value is
deeper and more nuanced.
“The next layer down is about
managing customers, managing
subscriptions, invoicing and billing,”
Bovaird says. “So that administration and
automation layer is more important and
where resellers will find the sustainable
business benefit, productivity and
profitability in the platform.”
Resellers can ease into cloud by
providing Office 365 and Exchange
cloud e-mail and migration from onpremises servers before branching into
higher-value-add services, he says.
“They can then look at the other
business opportunities in the cloud
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MARKETPLACE

CLOUD BURSTING: A/NZ
MARKETPLACE GROWS
Since its July 2015 launch, a dozen
cloud services were added to the local
Marketplace and, as more deals are
signed, scores more are expected
to come online in the year ahead.
Marketplace cloud services available
now are:

 Ingram Service Desk
 ConnectWise service desk and
reseller business management

 IBM Softlayer infrastructure
as a service

 SkyKick cloud migration manager
 Microsoft Office 365
productivity suite

 Cirius secure e-mail
 Nomadesk file sharing
and synchronisation

 Acronis backup and recovery
 Dropbox online storage
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Cloud
Marketplace

MANAGE
Ingram Micro • Microsoft • CRN

catering to the booming SMB market,
is how to grow revenue without adding
staff or spending more on other
resources to manage new customers.
Marketplace’s automation – coupled
to productivity-boosting cloud
solutions like SkyKick and ConnectWise
CloudConsole – ensure once timeconsuming tasks are now completed in
moments, enabling the same number
of resources to scale up as customer
numbers grow. With this in mind,
resellers can scale with confidence,
Bovaird says.
“Have a sales model that looks
for that next upsell conversation.
Three months after you transition
your customer to Office 365, talk
to them about mobile protection
or backup and disaster recovery
so there’s a plan to increase revenue
per user.
“Through Marketplace, SMB
resellers now have access to what were
enterprise products, along with support
and training services. All it takes to
capitalise on this shift to cloud is for SMB
resellers to invest time on presales and
understand the opportunities that cloud
and Marketplace present.”
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and collaboration

such as mobile device management by
asking the customer, ‘What happens if
you lose a mobile phone?’ Our ‘mobilelite’ strategy enables you to provide a
comprehensive solution using bundled
Microsoft technologies – you just wrap a
service around it.”
Other areas where resellers add
value through Marketplace are Skype
for Business and SharePoint, which
transform customer collaboration.
And as partners dig deeper into their
customers’ business needs, Azure and
other Microsoft cloud services naturally
rise up into the conversation.
“Marketplace enables resellers to
make money, fast. You can move a
customer to the cloud quickly with
SkyKick migration, provision Exchange
or Cirius, if they need encrypted email,
and set up Acronis for their backup
and recovery – all through the same
interface.”
And resellers can expose their
customers to Marketplace through
Cloud Store, a self-service portal or
electronic shopfront branded with the
reseller’s livery.
A big issue that Marketplace
addresses for resellers, especially those

INGRAM MICRO CLOUD
MARKETPLACE: THE SIMPLE AND
PROFITABLE WAY TO SELL MORE
WITHOUT SPENDING MORE
Ingram Micro Cloud Marketplace is an ecosystem
of buyers, sellers and solutions that empowers
partners to buy, provision, manage and invoice
with confidence and ease.
It cuts complexity in procurement, management
and support and enables partners to manage
the complete end-customer subscription lifecycle
from a single, easy and automated platform.
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CASE STUDY GCITS WINS IN THE CLOUD

Cloud gives us the confidence
to grow at scale; we add value
to the business rather than
keeping servers online
BROTHERS IN CLOUD TOUCH GOLD WITH TOURISM PARKS

ELLIOT MUNRO
GCITS

For James, Blair and Elliot Munro, cloud
is a family affair.
The brothers who live on the Gold
Coast came up through Ozbizweb, the
IT reseller their father, Jim, founded in
1996. Each brother has since branched
into their own, independent but allied
technology provider specialising in
areas such as home and small business
IT support, website development and
marketing. But the decision four years
ago to commit to cloud solutions
has brought the brothers under one
umbrella – and business is booming,
says partner and GCITS founder
Elliot Munro.

OVER 300% REVENUE
BOOST FROM OWN IP
“We got into Office 365 in 2012, not
because we had a grand vision but
because that’s the done thing now. We
don’t see ourselves as visionary but
we assumed if Microsoft goes all-in on
cloud and Ingram says this is how we’re
Ingram Micro • Microsoft • CRN

billing now, we’re small and flexible
enough to adapt.”
Cloud has opened vistas for the
brothers and their support staff of
four that were impossible with onpremises technologies, he says. The
group solidified its leadership with a
2015 award for excellence in SMB cloud
solutions at the Microsoft Australia
Partner Awards.
“[Cloud] is a lot better because it
gives us the confidence to grow at scale.
We have 175 customers we’re managing
on Office 365 [that] we would never
be able to support with our small
team otherwise. Cloud opens us up to
provide services at scale like IT support
and productivity improvements on
Office 365. We can get into the stuff
that adds value to business rather
than keeping servers online.”
GCITS lines customer cloud
with its own IP
Playing to its geographic strength in
Australia’s sunshine-holiday capital, they
carved a niche in the lucrative tourist
parks sector with eight customers
on Microsoft’s cloud. Elliot says they
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CASE STUDY GCITS WINS IN THE CLOUD

The other benefit of
moving to cloud is
purely financial; up-front
payments and rebates
are highly influential
when deciding whether
to be a Microsoft Cloud
Solution Provider

Ingram Micro • Microsoft • CRN

usually lead with Office 365, SharePoint
and Skype, “because customers
can relate to that” as a business
improvement “more than how well we
configure their Exchange server”.
But he’s particularly excited about
the promise of wrapping their own
intellectual property (IP) around
Microsoft’s big data platform, Power BI,
and says resellers shouldn’t be daunted.
“We’d spend a weekend building a
connector [middleware link between
two data sources] and once we have
a sample dashboard we ask the
customer if this is something they
would like for their business. [Resellers]
assume it will be out of their reach but it
took us about 30 hours of development
in our spare time and didn’t interfere
with our work.”
The cost-benefit result is impressive;
Elliot says a customer that was paying
$167 a month now pays $560 a month
for the specialist IP and Microsoft Intune
licence: “That’s almost pure profit”.

Now that the lads have the method,
they’re looking to roll out similar
solutions to other customers and scale
up by employing a developer. And by
providing such services, they have made
a significant step to embed themselves
as their customers’ ‘virtual CIO’.
Elliot says they are also building a
turnkey solution for the sector—Tourism
in the Cloud—that bundles dashboards
and reporting for Xero, NewBook and
phone systems for a flat, monthly fee.
Elliot says: “These companies will be able
to get a real-time dashboard about how
their business is performing.”
The other benefit of moving to cloud
is purely financial: Elliot says incentives
such as cash-backs, up-front payments
and rebates are highly influential when
deciding whether to be a Microsoft
Cloud Solution Provider (CSP).
“The revenue comes through our
business rather than how it was under
the Microsoft Advisor model. The past
three months have been our biggest.”
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SKYKICK CLOUD MIGRATION

Easy money made fast
SKYKICK’S AUTOMATION TOOLS CUT COMPLEXITY AND DOUBT
FOR YOUR CUSTOMER WHILE YOU SCALE WITH CONFIDENCE
Paradoxically, the first cloud project
many resellers undertake for a customer
is usually not the reason for the move
yet it determines much of the success
that immediately follows.
Some see migration as a technicality,
a bridge to build out cloud solutions. But
it’s at the start, as you move customer
data and applications, that major
productivity, security and governance
wins are made. And critically for channel
partners who are watching the bottom
line, it’s a revenue stream that, with the
help of migration tools such as SkyKick,
boosts earnings while lowering costs
leading to greater profitability at scale.

36 HRS SAVED ON 25-USER
CLIENT MIGRATION
Often, e-mail and Office 365
migrations are spurs for cloud
migration yet US research from analyst
AMI-Partners show migration is the
No.2 barrier for IT decision makers
Ingram Micro • Microsoft • CRN

behind concerns about the cloud itself
(44% and 71%, respectively). SkyKick
A/NZ General Manager Ian Medcalf,
says the migration and management
platform cuts complexity while
lowering uncertainty making it more
likely the customer will proceed with
their cloud program.
“SkyKick grew out of a realisation by
its founders five years ago that partners
were struggling to move customers at
scale to the cloud,” Medcalf says. “It’s
heavily automated, cuts a lot of risk and
the time” to migrate to cloud.
Medcalf says a typical SMB customer
of 25 users takes an average of 40 hours
to migrate, much of it onsite. But SkyKick
promises savings up to 90 per cent and
the added benefit of fewer site visits.
So the profitability of each project is
enhanced while many more projects are
done with the same number of staff who
may have lesser qualifications. Partners
can even plan on the platform with the
customer and pay at the end when they
make the sale.
“Profitability gains are impressive,
increasing from 11 per cent to over 50
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SKYKICK CLOUD MIGRATION

per cent,” he says. “We also negate
a lot of the risk in projects and enable
partners to scale the customer
acquisition and sales process.”

UP TO 50% MORE
PROFIT PER MIGRATION
Elliot Munro, co-founder of
Microsoft’s 2015 SMB cloud partner
of the year GCITS (Ozbizweb) says
SkyKick’s sweet spot kicks in at five users.
“We use SkyKick for all our migrations
through Ingram, which is great because
we just go through the portal [Ingram
Cloud Marketplace] with billing at the
end,” Munro says. “SkyKick provides
great support to resolve this type of
thing. Whenever we’ve had an issue
with Google Apps mailbox sizes,
SkyKick support has been able to
resolve it quickly.”

Profitability gains
are impressive. We also
negate a lot of the risk
in projects and enable
partners to scale the
customer acquisition
and sales process
IAN MEDCALF SkyKick A/NZ General Manager

Ingram Micro • Microsoft • CRN

Although for smaller customers it’s
still quicker to copy the e-mail personal
storage table files manually, he uses
SkyKick when such customers have high
compliance, evidentiary or governance
thresholds because human hands don’t
touch the files. “Some customers really
care about that.”
“We use SkyKick when migrating
customers of any size – even a single
user – from Google Apps to Office 365.
But the effort to migrate contacts and
calendars out of Google Apps, as well
as dealing with the mail migration using
an IMAP endpoint is just not worth it.”
In a recent case, Munro encountered
problems gaining administrator access
to the source Google Apps account.
“This means we’re unable to set up
the Google Service Account required
by SkyKick, and have to migrate mail,
contacts and calendars separately on
to Office 365.”
And he cautions that big Google
Mail mailboxes may cause issues
when migrating (Medcalf points
the finger at Google that limits daily
data export).
“If all goes well, you’re looking
at three to four hours of labour per
migration,” Munro says. “The biggest
benefit is lack of downtime in the
domain name server turnover. And
it does a 72-hour sweep into the old
e-mail system to make sure” every
e-mail message is transferred “and gives
you peace of mind there’s no e-mail
downtime for that customer.”
As SkyKick matures from migration
into a full cloud management suite, it’s
adding often-requested features such
as backup, now available in Azure’s
Australia region. This deepens customer
engagement and provides another
easy source of revenue, says SkyKick’s
Ian Medcalf.
“SkyKick Backup helps the partner
to build a basic managed services
offering around Office 365,” he says.
“By offering backup along with their
service offering we see them better
able to deliver business value and be
less transactional.”
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CIRIUS SECURE E-MAIL

Messaging channels
beyond Exchange
A PANAMANIAN LAW FIRM COULD HAVE AVOIDED GLOBAL
HUMILIATION IF IT WERE SERIOUS ABOUT E-MAIL SECURITY

If an $8 a user a month
solution could have saved
the day, you can imagine
what Mossack Fonseca
would be thinking today
JOSEF LARA Cirius

Ingram Micro • Microsoft • CRN

The trove of e-mails that lifted the lid
on trillions of dollars of tax schemes and
was one of history’s most damaging
cases of data loss could have been
averted if the Panamian law firm had
used a secure messaging platform,
says a senior executive at SaaS e-mail
vendor Cirius.
In early 2016, Mossack Fonseca, a law
firm that has a global A-list of thousands
of celebrities, royalty and even the
family of Britain’s PM, David Cameron,
was embroiled in the ‘Panama Papers’,
a global scandal over alleged rampant
tax evasion. At the centre of media
revelations was a 2.6TB database of
11.5 million leaked e-mails detailing
alleged malfeasance spanning 45 years.
It’s a scandal that could have been
easily averted, says Josef Lara, chief
marketing officer for North American
secure e-mail provider, Cirius.
“In best practices, they would have
used secure messaging to transfer this
information. Then those e-mails would
have been recalled while stored in a
secure cloud,” Lara says. “If the data
had transferred through our technology,

it wouldn’t have leaked. If an $8 a user
a month solution could have saved the
day you can imagine what they would
be thinking today.”
While Microsoft Exchange meets
many organisations’ e-mail needs, as
Mossack Fonseca shows, there are
those in highly regulated sectors or with
compliance, client privacy and other
requirements who need a more secure
way to communicate.
Cirius steps into this breach with an
AES-256 encrypted webmail system that
bypasses e-mail protocols and channels
to deliver messages securely, Lara says.
“Healthcare, finance, legal and
government organisations are required
to protect people’s information and
compliance requirements such as
Hipaa [Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act], Sox [SarbanesOxley] and Finra [Financial Industry
Regulatory Authority] require a certain
level of encryption and message
handling. Our technology works with
all those requirements,” Lara says.
In Australia, he says state
government agencies and a carmaker
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CIRIUS SECURE E-MAIL

FIRING UP THE SECURE
E-MAIL CONVERSATION
Cirius’ Josef Lara poses new customers
these questions to learn if they need
the sort of secure messaging the SaaS
provider offers.

 Have you ever sent a message
you’ve regretted?

 Have you ever replied to ‘all’

when the e-mail wasn’t intended
for you?

 Have you ever had troubles

e-mailing a file attachment?

 Have you ever worried your
message will be forwarded
to someone you can’t see
(and possibly don’t know)?

use it to secure their emails while North
American customers include the Fire
Department of New York, ING Bank
and the provincial Ontario government
in Canada. But Cirius’ big promise
is freeing small to medium-sized
businesses from compliance burdens
while any size of reseller—not just big
managed-services providers—can
activate the service easily through
Ingram Micro’s Cloud Marketplace.
One of Cirius’ key selling points is
how it handles sent e-mails. Classically,
the sender loses control over an e-mail;
the recipient can forward it to whomever
they choose without telling the sender.
But because Cirius e-mails pass through
the provider’s infrastructure, the
sender can restrict messages (including
forwards) and yank or expire them. A
password-protected ‘For Your Eyes
Only’ feature ensures only authorised
recipients get the message.
Cirius also integrates with Microsoft’s
Office 365 and Exchange 2013 as well
as Google Mail through web apps. And
there are native apps for iOS, Blackberry
10, Android and Windows 8 Phone.
Smart security uncovers
hidden business opportunities
Out-of-the-square uses for secure
messaging include doctors collaborating

Ingram Micro • Microsoft • CRN

on a patient surgery, sharing documents
between law firms and even fire and
crime scene investigation.
“It’s becoming very popular in other
countries where police video-record the
scene and share it with other officers,”
Lara says. Cirius bypasses traditional
e-mail servers, so it’s not restricted to
the usual attachment limits of 10MB
or 20MB while receipts alert the sender
when the message is read. And since it
enables electronic and digital signatures
that are accepted as valid legal
documents it could serve contracts
and writs, he says.
Lara says that CSPs bundling
Cirius can lift their gross user profit
to 50 per cent over Office 365 alone.
“Cirius margins are high and better
for the same cost of selling. Partners
who were selling into regulated
industries can now transact through
Ingram Marketplace—it’s an easier way
for them to fulfill enablement of cloud
SaaS products—and partners who could
not sell to these industries now have
better products with which to open new
revenue streams.”
And he says that partners keen to
earn extra income can integrate Cirius
with other products such as data loss
prevention platforms from Trend Micro
and Microsoft.
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CASE STUDY INNOVATION

Cavalry rides to
the front with
franchisee dashboard
THIS SMART CLOUD RESELLER RE-ENFRANCHISES SMBS’ IT

It’s a lot easier for us
because we’re not
getting the support calls
and franchisees are
more comfortable
BARRY SILIC Cavalry

While Australia is often seen as a nation
of small shopkeepers, franchise groups
lie behind many of them. Yet despite
the massive business opportunity that
franchises offer IT resellers, knowing
who to charge for an ‘as-a-service’
licence may have stymied their cloud
move, says Cavalry director Barry Silic.
According to the latest 2014 figures
from the Franchise Council of Australia,
there are 79,000 franchise units or
shopfronts in Australia, employing
460,000 for turnover of $144 billion a
year. Perhaps as an indication of the
relative paucity of modern IT and digital
marketing in the sector, the council
estimates just 45 per cent sell online.

98% OF AUSTRALIAN
BUSINESSES HAVE FEWER
THAN 20 STAFF
SOURCE ABS Count of Australian Businesses

Ingram Micro • Microsoft • CRN

Cavalry’s insight that emerged from
a regular innovation day was that each
Office 365 tenant or franchisor had
potentially hundreds of franchisees and
“each would love to manage their own
users”, Silic says.
“That’s not possible with Office 365,
so we built a platform that sits in front
of the Office 365 portal and each
franchisee can log on, see and manage
the users in their business. That makes
it a lot easier for us because we’re
not getting the support calls but also
franchisees feel a lot more comfortable
moving to such a platform where
everything is segmented.”
Cavalry built their portal on Azure
with a link to ConnectWise and Xero
for accounting and billing. Silic estimates
it has saved a staff member who once
did reconciliation.
Silic sees more opportunities
as Ingram Micro expands its cloud
Marketplace.
“It’s refreshing to see because they
see it as a strategic direction, not just
a quick win. They keep investing in their
Marketplace and they’re talking about
it more than anything else.”
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CONNECTWISE CLOUDCONSOLE

Doing more
with Office 365
FOR PARTNERS WHO ARE NOW ‘LANDLORDS’ OF THEIR
CUSTOMERS’ CLOUDS, CONNECTWISE CLOUDCONSOLE
SMOOTHES THE WAY TO HIGHER MARGINS
Partners who become CSPs can
often find themselves victims of their
own success. As they rapidly add
customers, overheads grow in lockstep
and, because margins are typically
slim, may even outpace revenue in
the near term.

AVERAGE 1200 SEATS
US RESELLERS HAVE ON
CLOUDCONSOLE
Smart resellers soon learn that
automation at every step of the
customer lifecycle returns time to the
business while delivering superior
outcomes to customers. To this end,
ConnectWise launched its CloudConsole
product, a single pane of glass for
resellers to manage, monitor and
bill cloud services. Its tight integration
with the software maker’s own
practice management and Labtech
Ingram Micro • Microsoft • CRN

automation platform – coupled to
Ingram Micro’s Cloud Marketplace
and backend systems – provides the
ideal dashboard for harried resellers
and their administrators.
And it helps to start out with the
right management platform, says
director of Sydney cloud solutions
provider Barry Silic.
“Is ConnectWise going to make it
easier for partners to jump into cloud?
Absolutely,” Silic says. “What I’m
scared of is that partners won’t see
the value until they feel the pain” of
scaling workloads.
He says it’s a false economy for overly
frugal partners to be worried that fees
on the product “will eat into their profit”
because CloudConsole smoothes the
process of managing rapidly growing
customer numbers.
“Cloud is either about volume with
low margin and you automate it or
bundle it together as a managed service.
If you bundle things with monitoring
and alerting and something unique,
you can differentiate yourself.”
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CONNECTWISE CLOUDCONSOLE

Finding gold in the
management dashboard
Most resellers are attracted to
CloudConsole for its Office 365
integration but ConnectWise VicePresident of International Sales and
Strategy Gregg Lalle says its key benefit
is the simple ability to issue a single,
unified invoice that covers all of a
customer’s Office 365 use. This extends
to transparent pricing and easy account
management—including pro-rating
the bill—so the customer never feels
like they’re overcharged, he says.
CloudConsole also simplifies Office 365
administration with user accounts and
even password resets executed through
the portal.

16 HRS SAVED ON BILLING
AND SIMPLE SYSADMIN

“One of our partners was managing
500 Microsoft seats and was able to
gain back eight hours of productivity a
month just in simple things like password
resets. And then they were able to get
back 12 hours of time on billing,” Lalle
says. “The average partner using this
tool is managing over 1200 seats.”
CSPs can add value through
CloudConsole’s monitoring tabs,
telling the customer how they’re using
Microsoft’s cloud and where to get more
value from applications such as the
for-business versions of OneDrive and
Skype as well as SharePoint.
Resellers have taken the tool to heart,
using it to manage 750,000 Office 365
accounts in the first month of release,
Lalle says.
And CloudConsole’s reporting
enables CSPs to be more strategic:
“The revenue you’ll get will be from
developing a line of premium services
and figuring out how to build a cloud
practice.”
Another hidden nugget is how
technical-service features such as
alerting users when they exceed storage
quotas flow into revenue generation by
offering them the chance to upgrade
their licence on the spot.

The revenue you’ll get
will be from developing a
line of premium services
and figure out how to
build a cloud practice. By
being more proactive in
managing mailboxes you
can develop a plan for the
next three to five years.
GREGG LALLE ConnectWise

Ingram Micro • Microsoft • CRN
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MICROSOFT CLOUD SOLUTION
PROVIDER PROGRAM

Show your unique value
to stand out in the cloud
MICROSOFT ENCOURAGES PARTNERS TO DEVELOP THEIR OWN IP
Resellers branching into their own
cloud practice or graduating from the
Microsoft Advisor program will pay heed
as Microsoft rolls out its Cloud Solution
Provider program over the next year.
Microsoft says it enables CSPs to
own the customer from billing and
provisioning to support and, most
importantly, frees them to add their
own solutions. Microsoft touts the

Ingram Micro • Microsoft • CRN

CSP program as a way for partners to
enhance their control and ensure the
end customer is “getting the most
out of their Microsoft cloud solutions”.
Resellers such as GCITS on the
Gold Coast are writing middleware
connectors to move data from
repositories into Power BI dashboards
to give their customers insight into
their own businesses. And Sydney
cloud solutions provider Cavalry built
a platform for franchisees to provision
their own services, saving helpdesk calls
and enabling customers to react faster.
Microsoft Australia Cloud Sales
Manager Brad Clarke says the CSP
program is a significant development
enabling its partners to sell Microsoft
cloud solutions.
“Prior to CSP, if a partner wanted
to sell their customer Microsoft cloud
solutions on a monthly subscription
commercial model, the partner wasn’t
able to own the billing relationship; and
most customers preferred to buy that
way. This impeded the partner’s ability
to control margin and some partners felt
they had lost the customer ownership,”
Clarke says.
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CSP allows partners to
be front and centre when
selling cloud services on
subscription, enabling full
control to wrap services
and tweak their margins

“Microsoft sees great value in
the channel; today, we have 10,000plus amazing partners in Australia.
CSP allows partners to be front and
centre when selling cloud services on
subscription, enabling full control to
wrap services and tweak their margins.”
Microsoft suggests most customers
begin their cloud journey with Office 365
and progress to Windows Intune, Azure
and Dynamics CRM. Partners still have
the flexibility to offer on-premise, hosted
or cloud services to their customers.
“Most customers today often enjoy
a ‘blended’, hybrid model,” he says.
“Office 365 is a great solution to
lead with when looking to acquire
customers,” Clarke says. “As partners
build their confidence in Microsoft’s
Cloud technology they often go on
to sell Windows Intune and Azure.”
CRM online is often “the final
piece of the puzzle”, he says: “We are
working with a growing set of partners,
helping them build the skills to support
that solution.”

And partners can help customers
develop their own intellectual property.
“Often, when we talk to partners
about developing their own IP, they
think we are asking them to develop
their own products but that’s not the
case. A great example of developing
your own IP is a partner I recently met
who started to record the reason for
each support call they received. They
used this data to identify common topics
to create training videos.
“These training videos were then
developed by their own team in slower
times. Once created, the partner sold
access to this training content back
to their customers. The result was
a strong increase in gross margins
and a reduction in opex from fewer
support calls.”
“We’re seeing an amazing
adoption by partners of the premium
SKU of Power BI. Customers and
partners are starting to understand
they don’t need to be a business
intelligence specialist.”

BRAD CLARKE Microsoft
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